If you need support of crisis intervention or de-escalation at
all during the weekend:
Text Amithyst Fist with your location on site for immediate help:

(503) 270 -6230

BIPOC: We will always have a BIPOC person available to respond.
The Nolose board will not involve the police and we ask our
community not to call police during conflicts. If the police have been
called by someone else, please inform Amithyst or another board
member so that our community can be warned.
For any other needs or questions during the conference weekend,
please call or text:

(562) 354-FATS
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To our glorious, flabulous,
fattitudinous community,
Welcome to the 2015 Nolose conference!
Nolose is always changing and growing because of the
leadership of YOU, our amazing community members. We
are very excited to see how Nolose will change as we
deepen our commitment to racial and transgender justice
and to centering and supporting the power of Black and
Indigenous people and people of color within our queer fat
activist community. We are recognizing our history, both
the proud and the not-so-proud, learning from our
mistakes, and growing up.
To this end, we have made three significant changes to the
Nolose conference this year.
First, unless you have been living under a rock (or at least
without access to the radical fat Internet community) for
the past few months, we are thrilled to be hosting Nolose's
first ever Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC)
Day, and through YOUR amazing fundraising efforts, we are
delighted to be able to bring it free of charge to the BIPOC
Nolose community! This has been a longstanding dream of
many longtime BIPOC members of the Nolose community,
and it is finally becoming reality.
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Second, as a necessary step for accountability to the Black,
Indigenous and other people of color members of our
community, Saturday morning of the conference is
dedicated to a unique workshop for white and white skinprivileged Nolosers, to build the skills they need to help
make our beautiful, radical, revolutionary, fat community a
safe, welcoming, challenging and nurturing space for all.
The workshop is called “Resilience + Skills to Support
Lifelong Commitment to Anti-Racism Work: Making a
Genuine Apology.” All white and white skin-privileged
Nolose community members are expected to participate in
the Saturday morning workshop. BIPOC Nolosers will have a
separate session during this time.
Third, we have organized conference programming on
Saturday and Sunday along tracks designed to organize and
target conference workshop programming to marginalized
and oppressed communities within Nolose. Please refer to
the program guide and schedule for the programming
tracks and workshop descriptions.
Of course, we're also looking forward to all of the elements
that make the Nolose conference such a special place hanging out in the pool with old friends, continuing
conversations and asking new questions about what
liberation and community mean for all of us, taking in
glorious fatties on stage, sharing survival and activist skills,
and building new connections to spread fat love and justice
2

everywhere! And several amazing community members
have pooled together their healing and therapeutic skills to
bring you, the flabulous Nolose community, a Healing
Justice Practice Space, a welcoming, inclusive, accessible
space for practicing and receiving healing and care in
acupuncture, counseling, crisis support, massage therapy,
herbal medicine, movement work, energy work, divination
and other modalities.
And because Nolose exists only by, for, and through our
community, we will be recruiting for the board and seeking
volunteers for projects and committees, so find us and talk
to us about how YOU want to Nolose, especially during the
Nolose organizational track workshops on Sunday morning.
We're glad you're here and we can't wait to see what's
next.
Fat love and solidarity!
The Nolose Board of Directors
Becka Gorelick and Elaine Lee, co-Presidents
Alex Gino, Secretary
Rachel Kacenjar, Treasurer
Emeritus
Sarah Doherty
Amithyst Fist
Shilo George
Cicely Smith
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WELCOME TO THE 2015 NOLOSE
FIRST EVER BLACK, INDIGENOUS AND
PEOPLE OF COLOR DAY!
We are thrilled to be hosting Nolose's first ever Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) Day, and through
YOUR amazing fundraising efforts, we are delighted to be
able to bring it free of charge to the BIPOC Nolose
community!
This time and space created by and for Black, Indigenous
and other people of color has been a longstanding dream of
many longtime BIPOC members of the Nolose community,
and we are honored and proud to help you bring it to life.

It is our hope that this day will provide a space for our
BIPOC community to be able to speak openly and freely
about the experience of being a Fat and Queer Person of
Color without having to perform the emotional labor to
break down concepts of racism or privilege.
Special thanks to the Nolose BIPOC Day Planning
Committee for making this day a reality: Galadriel Mozee,
Shana McDavis-Conway, Jessica Wilson, Dolores Tejada,
Sophia Perez, Chef Fresh Roberson, Meicka Clear, Irene
McCalphin, Juana Tango and KaliMa Amilak.
Big fat love and solidarity!
The Nolose Board of Directors
Becka Gorelick and Elaine Lee, Co-Presidents

It is our intention that the Nolose BIPOC Day is a space
created by and for People of Color, Mixed, and Indigenous
People only. Our hopes for this day are for Fat and Queer
People of Color, particularly Black and Indigenous
community members, to have an opportunity to gather and
discuss the future of our community, and honor our
ancestors, our traditions, the land we occupy, and our
beloved community members, both past and present.
We also want to bring to light our hopes for Nolose’s
future, both as an activist organization representative of all
Fat and Queer people and an organization where all voices
are heard and valued.
4
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FAT JUSTICE: WISH AND
RIPEN
Shana McDavis-Conway

Our theme this year for the
conference is inspired by Audre
Lorde's poem Movement Song. We
hope to cultivate our wishes for fat
justice here together and send you
forth with a vision to ripen in the
future.
Reading the poem, initially, I think what reminded me of NOLOSE was
the feeling on the last day when we say goodbye, filled up with
energy, love and promise, and the kernel of a movement bigger than
ourselves that has the potential to grow in the gaps between when
we see each other again. I am not a literary critic, but to me the poem
feels like a long goodbye, and also a beginning. The conference feels
like that to me too. I'm always aware of the inevitable ending, but
also trying to build connections and plant seeds along the way.

MOVEMENT SONG
Audre Lorde

I have studied the tight curls on the back of your neck
moving away from me
beyond anger or failure
your face in the evening schools of longing
through mornings of wish and ripen
we were always saying goodbye
in the blood in the bone over coffee
before dashing for elevators going
in opposite directions
without goodbyes.
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Do not remember me as a bridge nor a roof
as the maker of legends
nor as a trap
door to that world
where black and white clericals
hang on the edge of beauty in five oclock elevators
twitching their shoulders to avoid other flesh
and now
there is someone to speak for them
moving away from me into tomorrows
morning of wish and ripen
your goodbye is a promise of lightning
in the last angels hand
unwelcome and warning
the sands have run out against us
we were rewarded by journeys
away from each other
into desire
into mornings alone
where excuse and endurance mingle
conceiving decision.
Do not remember me
as disaster
nor as the keeper of secrets
I am a fellow rider in the cattle cars
watching
you move slowly out of my bed
saying we cannot waste time
only ourselves.
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ACCESSIBILITY & DISABILITY JUSTICE
Nolose is committed to Disability Justice, as
articulated by queer and trans disabled people of
color. We would like to say a few words about
collective access and collective liberation. To make
the conference broadly accessible, we need all of us to help make
access happen, especially for people with Multiple Chemical
Sensitivities (because one person using scented products is as much
of a barrier as a physical brick wall).

SO WE ALL NEED TO:
•

Eliminate fragrances

•

Make space for each other

•

Respect "only" spaces and marginalized people's leadership

•

Respect everyone's diverse needs without shaming anyone

•

Work together to make it ok to both ask for help, and be
held accountable when we make mistakes in this process.

•

Smokers who are able to refrain from smoking, do so.

•

Smokers who need to smoke, do so in designated smoking
areas, WASH HANDS with fragrance-free soap (provided in
restrooms) after smoking, and understand that the smoke and
chemicals clinging to your clothes after smoking is a barrier to
participation for people with MCS and asthma--in workshop
and community spaces you'll need to stay in the smokers area,
or change clothes

•

If you are asked to change clothes, please don't take it
personally--this will only happen if you've already made
somebody sick.

•

Remember that Nolose has limited fragrance-free personal
care items available at Registration if you forgot to pack or
couldn't afford yours.

MAKE SPACE FOR EACH OTHER
•

Be diligent about keeping the Healing Justice Practice Space
and quiet room quiet, and fragrance free.

•

Remember that some of our community members will be
participating in parts of the conference remotely; do not share
the links to remote access sites outside of this conference.

•

Take up all the space you need, but leave aisles between
tables, to food and restrooms and to other tables, clear.

•

Make space for people with both apparent and non-apparent
disabilities, and dietary restrictions, during meals. Disabled
people and sick people, and people with food restrictions who
need to, should feel free to go to the front of the line at meals;
we rely on our whole community to respect that.
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ELIMINATE FRAGRANCES
•

DON'T WEAR perfume, cologne, or essential oils.

•

Do not use fragranced personal care or laundry products
(including products labeled "unscented" with masking
fragrances or "parfum" or parabens in the ingredients).

•
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Shower after using the pool--or, if that's not possible, refrain
from attending workshops in wet bathing suits to reduce the
chlorine others are exposed to as much as possible.

RESPECT "ONLY" SPACES AND
MARGINALIZED PEOPLE'S LEADERSHIP
•

•

Respect and protect "only" spaces and intentions. White folks,
although the pool and hotel is never closed, please respect
and support the intention of the Black and Indigenous people
and People of Color Only Day on Friday, and clear out of the
pool while BIPOC Day participants are on breaks, and do not
enter workshop, Healing Justice Practice, quiet room, or other
Nolose spaces during BIPOC Day.
When someone tells you they have an access need, believe
them.

RESPECT OUR DIFFERENT NEEDS AND MAKE IT OK TO ASK FOR
HELP AND BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE
•

Respect each other's different needs around time--people
may need longer breaks than the schedule provides and arrive
at scheduled events late, or may need to pace themselves and
leave a workshop early or right on time, or may need to take
breaks.

•

Help make it ok for people to ask for help, to hear information
again, to explain unfamiliar terminology, and ask for what we
need. Don't shame people who ask for help.

As fat people our culture says our bodies are not valuable, much less
precious or loveable. The same is said about the bodies and minds of
Disabled people. Let's make a world where this is untrue. (Please see
the recent Sins Invalid statement on the definition of Disability Justice
here:
https://www.facebook.com/sinsinvalid/posts/10153165516638985.)
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We are excited to feature catering from some
amazing local and Nolose community Blackowned restaurants and caterers this weekend.
Menus are designed to be accessible, with
vegetarian, vegan and gluten free menu items available at every
meal, and allergen information posted.
There will be an Access Flag at the center of each table for all seated
meals. Please put this flag up if you would like a Food Runner to come
to your table. A Food Runner will be happy to get you whatever you
need from the buffet tables. (OK, not "whatever". They will not bring
you flaming hot sternos. They also don't actually run. That's not
safe!) Please use these flags anytime you need them.
Please note that Food Runners do not wait on the buffet line each
time. If a Food Runner approaches you while you are waiting on line,
please let them cut in so that they can get back to supporting other
people as well as eating their own meal.
Saturday's lunch is On-Your-Own. We will have volunteers available
to drive off-site and pick up lunches from select locations. Please sign
up at the registration table and make payment arrangements by
11:45 am so we can get your lunch to you. Someone also will be
available at the registration table until 2 pm to make local
recommendations and give directions to folks who wish to go off-site.
Also, both General Hospitality (Room 114) and BIPOC Hospitality
(Room 108) are well-stocked with delicious and nutritious
snacks. Both rooms open at 8 in the morning for early risers and
close at 12:30, after midnight snacktime.
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MENUS
Friday's BIPOC Dinner from Back A Yard Restaurant, located in San
Jose and Menlo Park, CA:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jerk Chicken
Jerk Salmon
Grilled Tofu with Jerk Sauce
Eggplant Lentil Stew
Fried Plantains
Collard Greens
Red Beans and Rice
Corn Festivals
Mixed Green Salad with Tomato and Cucumber
Pineapple Upside Down Cake

Saturday Breakfast Menu from Oakland's Lady’s Catering:
• Turkey Sausage, House Made Vegetarian Sausage
• Scrambled Eggs, Hard Boiled Eggs
• Fresh Baked Whole Wheat Biscuits and Gluten-Free Breakfast

Breads with Butter and Jam

• Hot Oatmeal with Dried and Fresh Fruit and Nut toppings
• Fresh Steamed Vegetables
• Coffee, Tea, Spa Water

• Red Beans and Rice (Gluten Free/Vegan/Vegetarian)
• Fresh Steamed Vegetables (Gluten Free/Vegan/Vegetarian)
• Cornbread Muffins (Vegetarian)
• Peach Cobbler

Sunday Brunch from a unique collaboration between two rockstar
chefs and community food activists, Philadelphia’s Chef JA of f.e.d.
(food everyone deserves) and Chicago’s Chef Fresh Roberson of Fresh
82 LLC.:
• Eggs 3 Ways (Fresh’s Slow Scramble, J.A. Frittatas, Hard

Boiled)

• Bacon
• House Made Turkey Breakfast Sausage
• Gluten Free Vegan Breakfast Patty
• Roasted Potatoes
• Biscuit Bar (Gluten Free Biscuits, Buttermilk Southern Classic,

Assorted Homemade Spreads)

• Oatmeal Bar (Signature Steel Cut Oatmeal, Variety of

toppings)
• DIY Parfait (Greek Yogurt, Vegan Yogurt, Fresh Fruit toppings,
Syrups, Homemade Granola)
• Roughage (Baby Spinach Salad, Vanilla Berry Balsamic, Honey
Mustard Avocado)

Saturday Dinner Menu from Lena’s Soul Food Café in Oakland:
• Baked Chicken (Gluten Free)
• Fried Chicken
• Baked Fish (Gluten Free)
• Vegetable Lasagne (Vegetarian only)
• Grilled Portobello Mushrooms (Vegan)
• Collard Greens (Gluten Free/Vegan/Vegetarian)
• Collard Greens (Non-Vegetarian)
• Mac and Cheese (Vegetarian)
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NOLOSE HEALING JUSTICE
PRACTICE SPACE
Location - Suite 123

Healing by and for us! Share empowering experiences and practices
that help us nourish resilience and connection through
interdependent exchange.
Centering the practices and care of BIPOC, disabled people, superfat
people, and those with the least amount of privilege.

HOURS: Healer hours will vary but will take place within these times.
Check the schedule posted outside the suite or the Facebook event
page: https://www.facebook.com/events/756143044494492
The room is always available during these hours as a quiet, fragrancefree space:
9 am – 9 pm Friday, BIPOC only
Open to general from 9 pm – 11 pm Friday
9 am – 11 pm Saturday
9 am – 3 pm Sunday
Accessible, fragrance-free space.
Free - All services are free and donations are accepted and divided
equally among healers and workers.
Our Healing Justice Practice Space:
A welcoming, inclusive, and accessible space for practicing and
receiving healing and care. It may include, but is not limited to:
counseling, crisis support, massage therapy, acupuncture, herbal
medicine, movement work, energy work, and divination. These
spaces are created by, run by, and support marginalized people and
recognize connections between our own healing and the liberation of
our communities. They are open, community spaces because they
challenge the isolation so many of us face.
14
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SOCIAL FLAGGING

VENDING

Show folks whether you want to be social or not through a stoplight
method of flagging with colored stickers you can wear on your
nametag or elsewhere. You can stick the stickers to your nametag or
clothes, or leave the back of the sticker on to slip inside your nametag
so you can take it in and out depending on what you want to flag!

Vending will be in Baby
Hippo (Room 113) from
5:30-7:30 pm on
Saturday and 9:3011:30 am on Sunday.
Size Queen Clothing will
be open throughout the weekend.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red: Please do not engage me in conversation right now
Orange: Only approach if you know me
Yellow: Proceed with caution
Green: Hi! I'm open to talking
Smiley Face: I'm a great person to chat with if you're nervous
Lips: Flirting welcome
Crossed out lips: Please don't flirt with me
Blue: I can carry/lift stuff

There will be posters and stickers at registration. We will also have
blank stickers for you to "flag" whatever you want! (Be sure to add
your choices to "decoder" signage around the hotel so people know
what you're flagging!)

Jessica Erin Judd Photography: High-quality and affordable fine-art
nature, wildlife, landscape, and macro photography prints.
Lynn Ellen Marcus: Crochet scarves and jewelry.
NOLOSE: Share your pride with stickers and more with the NOLOSE
logo, and send postcards home to your friends and family who
couldn’t be here. (We’ll even take your postcards to the post office.)
Rowdy Baubles/Teukie Wallaroo: Queer, nonbinary, femme and fat
themed handmade jewelry, accessories and paper crafts.
Shoog McDaniel: Art prints, mostly fat animals.

CAUCUS COW is a space specifically for unfacilitated caucuses.
These caucuses are meant to provide a space for community
members who share a common identity or experience to come
together and connect this weekend. Please refer to the program
guide or your pull-out schedule at a glance to find out when the
caucuses you may want to attend are meeting as caucuses are
running on a slightly different schedule than other workshops.
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Size Queen Clothing: Bertha creates, designs, and sews plus size
clothing from L-8XL, and any other size needed. She will have dresses,
bloomers, booty shorts, some swimwear, including fatkinis, and some
hoodie capes.
Validity: Validity creates access to sex education, sex gear and
resources to people of all sizes, physical abilities, ages & anatomies.
Validity will have demo products that can be ordered.
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FRIDAY SCHEDULE (BIPOC DAY)

White folks, please respect the intention of BIPOC Day and clear out
of the pool and other hotel areas during breaks, until 9 pm.
9 am Registration opens for BIPOC
10 am Opening Ceremony
Manatee Room
12 pm Lunch break – on your own & BIPOC-only pool time
1:30 – 3 pm Session 1
Creativity as Catharsis - Manatee Room
Facilitator: Irene McCalphin
Come take all the space you need to do all the things you need
to do. Unleash your voice into this world and have it received.
Weave manifestation and manifesto into movement words
and music. Join Irene and your community in an intentional
space held for this purpose. Learn techniques to transmute
raw emotion into accessible works for yourself and the world
around you, talk about the artistic process and be rejoice in
your ability to empower those around you and alter the world
you walk in.
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Light-Skinned People of Color Panel - Elephant Room
Facilitators: Margarita Femmeinista & Dr. Sydney F. Lewis
This panel will address skin privilege and skin pain and how do
we as light skinned and multiracial bipoc insert ourselves into
justice struggles.
3 pm Break (15 minutes)
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3:15 – 4:45 pm Session 2
BIPOC Caucus – Future of NOLOSE - Manatee Room
Facilitators: Elaine Lee, Shana McDavis-Conway, and
Galadriel Mozee
The Thickness: Wellness for Big Bodies of Color - Elephant Room
Facilitator: Misia Denéa
This heart centered & uplifting workshop will focus on sharing
our stories of what healing looks like for BIG BODY POC folks.
The emphasis of this workshop is to highlight holistic practice
and mindfulness exercises that will leaves participants feeling
affirmed, validated, seen & embodied. Feel free to bring your
own yoga mat, blanket or towel. We will also have a limited
number of yoga mats available.
Non-BIPOC Meet & Greet Space Opens (open until 9 pm)
Baby Hippo Room (113) & General Hospitality Suite (114)
4:45 pm – 6 pm BIPOC-only pool time & hotel check-in
6 pm Dinner Buffet (BIPOC only)
Manatee Room
7 pm After Dinner Entertainment
Manatee Room
A stellar BIPOC-only show, featuring Cinnamon Maxxine, Juicy
D. Light, Dr. Ginger Snapz, Tigress Osborn, Dahlia Kash, Miasia,
Brock Cocker, and Caleb Luna.
8:30

Closing Ceremony
Manatee Room

9 pm Dance party and pool party until late o’clock
Manatee Room / Pool
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SATURDAY SCHEDULE
8:30

Breakfast
Manatee Room

9 am Opening Ceremony
Manatee Room
9:45

Break (15 minutes)

10 am Resilience + Skills to Support Lifelong Commitment to AntiRacism Work: Making a Genuine Apology
Facilitators: Alanna, Amy, Deb Burgard, & Red Karpman
Manatee Room
For white and white skin-privileged NOLOSErs. Goal of
attendance is to make the NOLOSE conference, our radical
progressive communities, and ultimately, our world safer and
better for all. Please attend if you identify as white or are
received as white by others, and please come *scent-free*.
Join 4 rad fatty facilitators in a classroom-concept anti-racism
skill building extravaganza! What does that even mean? We
will be tackling the concrete skills needed to effectively
apologize when we say or do racist things. This is an
inevitability of living in our White Supremacist society so these
are skills you definitely need! We'll then put those skills into
the wider context of how they help make NOLOSE a safer
space for all, and beyond that, how to spread those skills into
other areas that shed light on and interrogate White
Supremacy both here and in the world.
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What is classroom-concept? It means that within this
workshop, we are expecting all of us (facilitators included) to
have the hearts and minds of students. That means authentic
curiosity, questions, and processing are welcome in the space.
Your facilitators will be "teaching", but more than that, they
will be passing along the collective wisdom and knowledge
they have received from Black and Brown people who've been
calling for accountability and explaining these problems for
years.
This is essential emotional work and is also an answer to an
ongoing request for accountability from BIPOC NOLOSE
community members--as such, for emphasis, please attend if
you identify as white or are received as white by others. It will
be challenging, but also, rewarding, and dare we say, fun!
Bio: Your 4 anti-racism facilitators believe in intersectionality,
and bacon-wrapped asparagus. They will drive great
distances, even across bridges, for community building and
interrupting white supremacy. They are always looking for
new ways to leverage their privileges to create a more
liberated world. Alanna is a white superfat dancer and parent
who tries to model that allyship is actually an active verb. Amy
is a white bisexual fat liberation activist who believes that
unchecked racism is capable of derailing all her favorite
movements, and that we can, and must, do better than that.
Deb Burgard is a white lesbian psychologist grateful to still be
learning so much. Red Karpman is a therapist, a white lesbian,
and a kid person who believes in the power of a snack and a
nap.
BIPOC Caucus, Concurrently
Facilitators: Galadriel Mozee & Chef Fresh Roberson
Pig Room
11:30 Break (15 minutes)
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11:45 am – 12:30 Session 1
Caucus Cow: 50+ Caucus, 11:45-12:30
No Bad Fatties: Navigating Diabetes in a Fat Body
Facilitators: Sarah Doherty & teukie wallaroo
Disability Justice Track
Elephant Room
Fear of diabetes is used as a weapon against fat bodies by the
media, the medical industrial complex, and the people in our
lives--even in fat communities, fat people sometimes use
ableist and healthist strategies to counter the antifat diabetes
fear-mongering we all deal with. Anti-fat stigma is used
against diabetics, keeping us from information, access to
treatment options, and shame-free medical care. So what’s a
fat diabetic to do? How do we get the kind of medical care we
need and deserve when there is so much misinformation,
shame, fear, and stigma around having diabetes, or being
prediabetic while fat? What does it MEAN, to be a fat positive
diabetic? We aim to dispel the myths around diabetes and
prediabetes and fatness, break down the barriers between
type 1 and 2 diabetes, share resources and survival strategies,
end isolation, and build community! Diabetics, prediabetics,
and people who love diabetics all welcome.
Why Participate in Misogyny When You Can Massage a Knee:
Decentralizing Masculinity in Queer Spaces
Facilitator: Shanti Cruz
Trans & GNC Track
Pig Room
What is the glorification of masculinity? Queer spaces are
dominated by masculine of center individuals. What does this
say about the queer community as a whole? How do we
contribute to sexism and patriarchy? How does this affect who
is desired, who is valued, who is trusted and who does it
23

alienate? In this workshop we will have conversations on
Femmephobia & Femme invisibility.
Superfat Hacks: Making the World Fit Us
Facilitator: Anna Stein
Superfat Track
Manatee Room
SKILLSHARE! You’ve devised ways to make the world work for
your big, fabulous, superfat body, but you want more ideas.
So do we! Let’s pool what we know about everything from
shopping and travel, to furniture and pools. What do you get,
from where, and how do you fix it to make it yours? What
works? What doesn’t? This workshop is open to anyone
looking to hack the world for superfat bodies.
Fat Conception, Pregnancy, Childbirth, & Adoption
Facilitators: Alanna, Jessica Erin Judd, Mo Weinert
Parenting Track
Baby Hippo Room (113)
This workshop will focus on the basic Q&A of where to start
with conception planning within queer families. Our struggles
in creating families we desire are unique to our community
and not often recognized within the mainstream medical
industrial complex. This becomes compounded when
intersectional identities occur such as being fat, poor, trans*,
gender non-conforming, disabled, single parent, poly families,
et cetera. There will be a question/answer period and this
workshop is interactive, encouraging folks to share their
personal experiences. Topics covered will include:
• Egg and Sperm Donors: Where to Find Them and How to
Negotiate Legal Terms
• Fertility Clinics: Evidence-Based Care vs. Medical Standards
and How To Stand Up for Yourself
• Pregnancy and Delivery: Pregnancy While Disabled, C-Sections
and Vaginal Births After CSection (VBAC), and Pain
Management Methods
24

•
•

Fertility and Hormone Replacement Therapy 101
Nursing and Chest-Feeding
Legalities and Issues State-to-State.

12:30 – 2 pm Lunch break – on your own
Caucus Cow: Lesbian Caucus , 12:30-1:10
Working Class, 1:15-2:00

2 pm – 3:30 Session 2
Caucus Cow: Sex Workers, 2 pm – 2:40 pm
Survivors, 2:45 – 3:30
Building Bridges: Closing the Gap Between Over 50 and Under 50
Facilitators: Lynn Ellen Marcus and Amithyst Fist
50-Plus Track
Elephant Room
Lynn Ellen Marcus and Amithyst Fist will provide an
opportunity to have a conversation between generations,
including: ageism in the fat queer community, understanding
the histories of activists in order to learn from past mistakes,
our perspectives on aging, and to dialog about what we've
learned and are learning anew.
Conflicting Needs: Moving NOLOSE from Scarcity to Abundance
Facilitators: Jay Will & Sarah Doherty
Organizational Track
Pig Room
In this workshop we will talk about the complicated and
sometimes conflicting needs of our communities -- how do we
center BIPOC Nolosers effectively? How do we make a
conference both broadly accessible to people with diverse
disabilities, and also financially accessible? How do we build
25

capacity in rural areas when the burden of travel to a national
conference is so high, and how do we make sure we have
enough attendance to keep Nolose solvent if we move? Who’s
not in the room? How do we honor who’s here and who’s not,
and how do we support a movement for fat liberation
everywhere? In this workshop we’re going to surface our
various needs, think about how scarcity affects how we
engage with Nolose, talk about the real limitations that Nolose
has as an organization and that we have as individuals, and
collectively dream up ways to work with what we’ve got to
make Nolose fabulous and fattastic going forward! Bring your
creativity and problem-solving moxie!
Body Sovereignty
Facilitator: Shilo George
BIPOC track
Manatee Room
This workshop explores the intersection of race, sexuality, and
body size and how the workshop facilitator, Shilo George, has
created her own healing framework and practice based on
Indigenous Ways of Knowing. The workshop will cover three
parts of Shilo’s body sovereignty project: her relationship with
food, being embodied and movement, and embodiment and
intimacy. Through the use of stories, photography, and humor
grounded in feminist and Indigenous theory, Shilo discusses
her process of taking back her body as a place of self-love and
self-determination. This workshop will mention childhood
trauma, historical trauma, and eating disorders, however,
Shilo does not focus on them or go into details. Although this
workshop is centered on fatness, indigeneity, and queerness,
people of a diversity of body size, sexual orientation, and race
are welcome to attend.
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GNC and Trans Fats: A Guided Discussion
Facilitator: Shanti Cruz
Trans and GNC Track
Baby Hippo Room (113)
3:30 Break (15 minutes)
3:45 – 4:30 Session 3
Caucus Cow: Superfat Caucus, 3:45-4:30
Raising and Influencing FatPositive Children
Facilitators: Katie Tastrom Fenton & Candice Fletcher-Pacheco
Parenting Track
Elephant Room
This is a space for anyone parenting, providing care or hoping
to care for babies, children and young adults in supportive, fat
positive, anti-oppressive environments. We define parenting
and caregiving as broadly as possible, including biological,
adoptive, foster, step, single, potential, speculative and
coparents, aunts, uncles, grandparents, sisters, brothers,
other kinfolk who contribute to raising kids and folks seeking
to raise children in the future. Raising fat-positive children in
an era of nationalized, school based anti-obesity campaigns
that target children (thanks, Michelle Obama) can and has
created a number of conflicts within families who navigate
negative, conflicting, and potentially dangerous
personifications of fat parents/caregivers who are blamed as
the cause. We hope to have a rich discussion about personal
experiences, challenges, emotional impacts (for caregivers and
kids alike), positive approaches and available resources for
families. We want participants to walk away feeling supported
and plugged-in to a community of fat folk who share common
ground.
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AbilityTools: Assistive Technology for Navigating the World While
Fat and Disabled
Facilitator: Teresa Favuzzi
Disability Justice Track
Pig Room
Learn about different tools and equipment available to us to
assist us in navigating our communities as people of various
age, disability, ability, and size. There will be demos and
discussion to work through some of the new challenges we
face in ever changing bodies in an ever changing world.
The Visual Voice (BIPOC only)
Facilitators: Irene McCalphin & Jessica Wilson
BIPOC Track
Manatee Room
BIPOC will create a work of art highlighting individuals and
their stories. During this workshop BIPOC will:
• Curate a zine
• Utilize a variety of fiber crafts and art mediums
• Cultivate a safe creative space with an emphasis on
bringing our differences to the table instead of leaving
them at the door
• Express and share our narratives.
50+ and Single: Intimate Connections
Facilitator: Sally Smith
50+ Track
Baby Hippo Room (113)
Join in a discussion of what being over 50 and single looks and
feels like. Explore the types of connections you seek - dating,
sex, companionship, relationship, marriage, or something else
entirely. Share strategies for finding potential dates and
mates. Figure out how to navigate (or negotiate) issues that
crop up for us when we're over 50.
4:30 Break (15 minutes)
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4:45 – 6:15 Session 4
Caucus Cow: Trans/GNC Caucus, 4:45-5:25
Clean & Sober, 5:30-6:15
Parenting/Caregiving While Fat and Broader Implications for NOLOSE
Facilitators: Katie Tastrom Fenton & Candice Fletcher-Pacheco
Parenting Track
Elephant Room
Navigating queer, fat bodies is a daily fight for autonomy,
validation, compassion and visibility. Raising children while fat
and queer (and planning for the future raising of children
while fat and queer) can seem an impossible effort. The
politics of finger-pointing in the “child obesity epidemic” that
scapegoats fat parents (sometimes with legal consequence in
child custody cases regarding child welfare), the consistent
questioning about our ability to raise healthy, well-adjusted,
active children, and the almost daily process of proving our
worth as parents can wreak havoc on our emotional and
physical health – and on our children! Moving through spaces
– even to participate in the radically intersectional and
accommodating spaces at NOLOSE – can be prohibitive. From
cost and caregiving concerns, to the implications of creating
parenting/family-friendly access to NOLOSE among
nonparenting peers, this discussion and closed caucus seeks to
take a frank, honest look at the challenges we face and the
multiple complexities we live as parents (i.e. fat, queer
parenting/caregiving while poor, working, partnered, single,
disabled, sex positive, celibate, middle-aged, very young, and
and and …) and how those challenges extend to our
participation in NOLOSE. In addition to personal sharing, we
aim to conclude with a solution-oriented framework for how
to increase the participation of parents and caregivers in the
future.
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Busting the Bullshit of Beauty, Body Positivity,
and Bourgeois Belonging
Facilitator: Jessica Wilson
BIPOC Track
Pig Room
Tired of being told by society that your individual and
intersecting identities are “risk factors”? Exhausted by the lack
of critique paid to national narratives about bodies? Feeling
like “body positivity” and “true beauty” are doing more to
keep us striving for capitalism and white supremacy rather
than being liberated from them? We are building momentum
for a shift in the national discourse about bodies, and value
your lens, experience and critique! We’ll briefly examine and
critique historical and contemporary language for creating
narratives about bodies; especially BIPOC bodies. These will
include contemporary models like the body positivity
movement and Health At Every Size. This workshop will focus
on a more radical approach to creating both internal
narratives and external focus on body liberation.
Navigating Healthcare Systems Like a Boss
Facilitator: Shilo George
Superfat Track
Manatee Room
This interactive workshop will explore the oppression, microaggressions, and biases faced by fat people from medical
professionals as well as insufficient and sometimes deadly
healthcare services experienced as they navigate healthcare
systems. The workshop facilitator, Shilo George, will share her
own acts of survivance, resistance, self-love, and self-advocacy
while in the doctor's office or a hospital setting. From speaking
up about her own health goals and ideas of wellness to
medical providers, to refusing services, treatments, and
conversations to challenging provider micro-aggressions and
biases to reminding providers that health and wellness goals
and outcomes are to be determined by the person seeking
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medical services. Specific advocacy and self-determination
strategies and practices will be discussed and resources will be
shared so participants will leave the workshop knowing a
number of ways to receive respectful and quality medical
care. Although this workshop is centered on fatness and fat
bodies, anyone is welcome to attend and use any strategies
that might work for them.
Vending! Vendors open from 5:30 – 7:30.
6:15 Break until 7:30 pm. Visit the vendors!
Caucus cow: Disabled, Sick, Deaf, and Mad Caucus: 6:20 pm-7
Rural/Non-coastal Caucus: 7:05 pm-7:45
7:30 pm Dinner
8:15 pm Fatshion Show & Entertainment
Big fat show featuring Nomy Lamm, Dean Disaster, Lady
Monster, GAYmous, Shapes & Shades Dance Company, Kitty
Von Quim, emFATic Dance, and Jules Minkoff Pashall
10:30 All-night pool party
Size Queen Clothing by Bertha Pearl is so excited to be back at
Nolose after the long hiatus!!! The Fatshion show is such an
important part of the festivities. Folks get to feel empowered,
beautiful, playful, fierce. Fatshion is one way to be who you want
to be, who you are or just play in fantasy.
This year has been one of great loss to our community. Our
ferocious MC the epitome of Fatshion, Tauret Davis. The glorious
Bear in a dress, Justin Bill Hunter, who was going to perform this
year. Mara Nesbitt, who came to visit my studio on her scooter,
in her gigantic red sunhat. I miss them all so much, This fashion
show is dedicated to them. -Bertha
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and trans community to your area? Come to this workshop
and let's get planning!

SUNDAY SCHEDULE
9 am – 9:45 Final workshop session
All of these are on the organizational track
FUNdraising: Get Your Financial Flirt on
Facilitators: Alex Gino & Shana McDavis-Conway
Elephant Room
Whether you’ve never shared a link on social media or you’ve
been fundraising since your first lemonade stand for justice,
asking for donations can be hard. Let’s take the fear and
shame out of asking our community to support the work we
all value. And let’s get a little more comfortable allowing for
and honoring genuine “no”s. We’ll talk about the wonders of
microdonations, recurring donations, small-scale fundraisers,
and other ways to make giving more accessible, and Shana will
tell us more about her personal experience raising funds this
summer for BIPOC day by selling her clothing online. This
workshop IS interactive and laughter IS expected.
Regional Programming/SPAL
Facilitators: Sarah Doherty, Amithyst Fist, Becka Gorelick
Pig Room
Nolose has had conferences on the East and West coasts of
the US, but, just like queer and trans people, fat liberation
work and play is everywhere! And we need community,
culture, and justice all the time, at home. Join us to figure out
how to make that happen! Nolose would love to support
LGBTQ fat justice and culture work all over, with regional
events, miniconferences, small projects, and more. Do you
want to bring Nolose's perspective on intersectional fat queer
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Volunteering/Board Recruitment
Facilitators: Shilo George, Elaine lee
Manatee Room
Did you ever wonder about what this Nolose organization is
and how it functions to put together a conference? Nolose
exists entirely by and for the queer fat activist community that
it serves. Nolose is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt non-profit
organization that is 100% grassroots funded and is led by a
board of directors composed entirely of volunteers.
As an all-volunteer organization, the Nolose Board’s intention
and vision to create more accountability with the community,
identify and implement significant steps to develop antioppressive board process and procedures, as well as
organizational transparency. One of the ways we are putting
this into motion is by holding a set of organization-focused
conference workshops.
Board Recruitment and Volunteering is one of four such
workshops at the Nolose conference this year. In this
workshop, current Nolose board members, Elaine and Shilo,
will be discussing the current NOLOSE Board recruitment goals
and process as well as a first hand, no-holds-barred account of
what it’s like to be a member of the NOLOSE board. (Hint:
Being on the Nolose board is a great experience, and can be at
once more overwhelming, more rewarding and more
accessible than you think!)
Maybe serving on a nonprofit board isn't your cup of tea? Try
volunteering! Community members can volunteer in a variety
of capacities including board committees such as BIPOC,
Disability Justice, and NOLOSE Policy communities or
volunteering at NOLOSE events and conferences. We will also
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discuss the future vision and role of NOLOSE board and
volunteer projects.
10 am Last Dip in the Pool!
Networking & Mingling in the Elephant Room
11:30 am Brunch is served!
12 pm – 2 pm Sunday Salon: Wishing and Ripening Perspectives of
Black and Indigenous Fat Queer Artists
Manatee Room - (Brunch is ongoing)
Audre Lorde’s “Movement Song” is found in Lorde’s 1973 National
Book Award winning volume of poetry, From a Land Where Other
People Live. In this volume, Lorde expands on the themes of
worldwide injustice and oppression, and addresses the complexities
surrounding her existence as an African-American and as a woman,
mother, lover and friend. Anger, loneliness, love and impatience
illuminate the pages of Lorde’s poetry.
Recognizing that "imposed silence about any area of our lives is a tool
for separation and powerlessness" (The Cancer Journals, 1980), Audre
Lorde claimed and celebrated all of her selves in order that others
could come to find their own voices. Her poetry and prose
demonstrate that we need not be afraid of difference, that difference
can be a creative force for change. *
Come and listen to Galadriel and Shilo, 2 of our community members,
discuss how their work in activism, writing and art allows each as
individuals to survive and navigate the complexities surrounding their
intersecting identities and experiences.

illustrating children’s stories and creating art at the intersection of her
varied and beautiful complexities. You can find her writing published
in Kalyani and Curve magazines, Ambelic Press and the PDX-based
Women of Color zine “How to live in the city of roses and avoid the
pricks”. She is currently working on her first collection of poetry and a
children’s book.
Shilo George is a Southern Cheyenne-Arapaho and Scottish (Wallace
Clan) artist, activist and educator who grew up on the traditional
lands of the Chinookian-speaking Multnomah people northwest of
Portland, Oregon. In Shilo’s words: “I love the intersection of art,
learning/teaching, and Indigenous cultures and ways of knowing. In
my creative process I'm interested in using iconic Native American
images or objects in different ways to illustrate political or historical
themes, truths (as I see them), and experiences. I also love to use
different art mediums to capture the people and world around me. I
enjoy making art with friends and giving away art is a way for me to
show my love and gratitude to others.”
*Information adapted from ”Audre Lorde’s Life and Poetry”, Modern
American Poetry (website),
http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/g_l/lorde/life.htm
2:30 pm Closing Ceremony
Manatee Room
3:30 pm Clean up! Volunteers needed!

Galadriel Mozee is a fat black queer stemme writer and artist who
walks supported by and in honor of her Wolayta, Gullah, Jamaican
and Missourian ancestors. She loves watercolor botanical paintings,
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NOLOSE 2015 ORGANIZERS

Catering Coordinator: Elaine Lee
Food Expert: Chef Fresh Roberson

BIPOC Planning Committee:
TaMeicka Clear, KaliMa Amilak,
Carmela Kalmar Bailey, Dolores
Tejada, Galadriel Mozee, Shana
McDavis-Conway, Sophia Perez,
Jessica Wilson, Elena Escalera,
Margarita Femme-inista, Elaine Lee,
Shilo George, Becka Gorelick

Buddy Program Coordinator: Katie Tastrom Fenton

Track Leaders: Shanti Cruz, Neola
Young, Anna Stein, Sondra, Katie Tastrom Fenton, Candice FletcherPacheco, Lynn Ellen Marcus, Austin J. Austin, Shana McDavis Conway.
Jessica Wilson, and Galadriel Mozee

Conference Program: Allison Stelly
Conference Art: Shoog McDaniel
Social Media Splasher: Sophia Perez
All Things Nolose Website: Devra Polack

White Anti-Racism Workshop: Alanna, Amy, Deb Burgard, Red
Karpman
White Folks Liaison for BIPOC Day: Red Karpman
Onsite De-Escalation: Amithyst Fist
Registration: Cicely Smith

Healing Justice Practice Space: Geleni Fontaine, Deb Malkin, Galadriel
Mozee
BIPOC Fundraising: Sophia Perez, Dolores Tejada, Shana McDavisConway, Becka Gorelick
Programming Coordinator: Becka Gorelick
Volunteer Coordinator: Alex Gino
Entertainment Coordinator: Irene McCalphin
Venue and Contracts: Elaine Lee, Amithyst Fist
Budget and Purchasing Manager: Rachel Kacenjar
Hotel Liaison: Shana McDavis-Conway
Accessibility: Sarah Doherty, Amithyst Fist
Remote Access: Sarah Doherty, Michele Gillaspie, Rabbi Ruth Adar,
Mano Marks
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PRESENTERS & PERFORMERS
ALPHA ORDER BY FIRST NAME

Alanna (workshop presenter) is a parent to her 21 mo son, and is 31 weeks
pregnant with a daughter. She works in healthcare as a Certified Medical
Assistant, which gives her some insight into how to negotiate the world of
medicalized birth as a superfat person. She dances with emFATic DANCE
(though not this weekend!) cooks, writes, and paints, when she can. She is
speaking at Fat Conception, Pregnancy, Childbirth and Adoption, and is cofacilitating Resilience + Skills to Support Lifelong Commitment to AntiRacism Work.
Alex Gino (workshop presenter/board) loves glitter, ice cream, gardening,
and maybe even you. They are honored to have served on the Nolose board
for three years and while they are transitioning off the board after this
conference, they are delighted to remain connected as a fundraising
committee member. Alex is co-facilitating FUNdraising: Get Your Financial
Flirt On.
Amithyst Fist (workshop presenter/board) is an Italian American Superfat
Queer Femme social worker who hails from Oakland California. She is a
NOLOSE board member who loves pit bulls, long drives, good music and
great food. She can be found in swimming pools, 12 step meetings and
Italian deli's around the Bay Area.
Amy (workshop presenter) is a white bisexual fat liberation activist who
believes that unchecked racism is capable of derailing all her favorite
movements, and that we can, and must, do better than that.
Anna S. (workshop presenter) is a white queer superfat femme. She has
Midwestern roots but has called the west coast home for the past ten years.
She enjoys napping with her small dogs in her free time.
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Becka Green-Gorelick (workshop presenter/board) is a Fat Queer
Sephardic Femme originally from Brooklyn New York, who just moved back
from Portland OR to Philadelphia PA. For more than a decade she has been
involved with Nolose and other Fat Queer social justice movements in
Philadelphia, New York, Ann Arbor, MI, and Portland, OR. She works in the
area of birth justice as a doula specializing in working with families with
queer and trans* parents. Her goal is to have gestational parents of all
genders have the births and post-partum experiences that most align with
their needs and desires. Becka is as invested in intersectional feminism as
she is in making the perfect matzo balls and carnitas.
Brock Cocker (performer) spent his formative years in the Midwest where
he grew from sissyboy to bonafide sissyman. Brock has performed at
various shows including Flabulous, SHAFTED: The Blaxsploitation
Experience, Rally the Troupes, various Bay Area Pride events, and recently
at Big Moves's "Fat Reign" show. A couple of years ago, Mr. Cocker
performed at NOLOSE as a part of the group CHUBB where he shined
brighter than the Sun! His allegiance to queer/trans community has been
shown in his support various Bay Area LGBTQ organizations.
Caleb Luna (performer) is a working class fat, brown, queer, femme living,
writing, performing and dancing in Austin, Texas. Their work explores the
intersections of fatness, desire, fetishism, white supremacy and colonialism
from a queer of color lens. You can find more of their writing on Black Girl
Dangerous and at queerandpresentdanger.tumblr.com.
Candice Fletcher-Pacheco (workshop presenter). I identify as a cis
gendered, queer, fat, femme of color (in no particular order) born from
African-American and Choctaw Native roots. I am a wife to a powerful
Chicana labor/political organizer (18 years and counting), a mother to a
seven-year-old brown boy genius via adoption, and a freshly motherless
daughter/caregiver of a woman whose love was too big for this life.
Professionally, I am a non-profit development director at a NYS-based
shelter for runaway and homeless youth. This will be my first year at
NOLOSE and I am basically flipping out with excitement to share a piece of
my stuff with you as a BIPOC, an adoptive parent, a reproductive cancer
survivor, a sex positive poly femme in a long-term relationship with my BFF,
an almost 40 (often weary) glambot, and – centrally – as an unapologetically
rad fatty. Please be in touch! candice.g.fletcher@gmail.com
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Cinnamon Maxxine (performer) is a bay area born and raised fat femme of
color. They strive to teach people fat acceptance and body positivity in
every aspect of their work. From public speaking to various forms of adult
entertainment. And though cheesy it may sound, Cinnamon really is sweet
and spicy in all the right ways. They're definitely everyone's favorite spice.
Dahlia Kash (performer). Dubbed The Mocha Mae West, because of her
quick wit, sexy curves, sultry moves, & cafe complexion, Dahlia Kash is no
wallflower! Born in San Francisco, CA, she comes from a long line of artists
& dancers. Her style is eclectic, ranging from the classic bump & grind, to an
all out blasphemous freakshow. She's a Burlesquer, Faux Queen, and Drag
King, all rolled into one deliciously volumptuous package! Dahlia has graced
stages all over Northern California. She is a member of the Sacramento
based troupe, The Darling Clementines & Oakland's own Rubenesque
Burlesque. Since 2013, She has performed with several local burlesque &
drag productions, such as The Rebel Kings, Debauchery, Red Hots Burlesque,
& Womanopoly. She commands the stage, makes you think, and warps all
the general beauty standards. This queer fat femme is ready to rock the
world
Dean Disaster (performer) has been performing since 2003. His first San
Francisco show was for Pride At Work’s benefit show in 2006. Usually
performing solo lip sync with small props or occasionally puppets, he enjoys
the clowning and dancing aspect of the drag performance. He can be seen
on the stage at Truck, The Monster Show, El Rio, at the Castro Street Fair
World of Wonderment, in Guerneville, and has even performed in Berlin! He
is always very nerdy but thinks of himself as a punk rock kid. Dean Disaster
is also the self-proclaimed Gatekeeper of the San Francisco Drag Scene
working the door for drag shows at The Stud, The Edge, Midnight Sun, Q
Bar, Hard French, SOMArts, Public Works, and Juanita MORE’s Pride Party
and other venues.
Deb Burgard (workshop presenter) is a white lesbian psychologist grateful
to still be learning so much.
Elaine Lee (workshop presenter/board) is a Chinese-American fat activist,
recovering corporate attorney and computer engineer who has recently
emerged from the trenches of Silicon Valley into the cool San Francisco
fog. She has a curious mind, a fat rebellious streak and a stubborn nature
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which led, quite naturally, to service on the Nolose board of directors.
emFATic DANCE (performer) is the resident dance company of Big Moves,
the nation's only service organization dedicated to getting people of all sizes
into the studio and up on stage. Currently fifteen members strong, emFATic
DANCE has been delighting audiences around the greater Bay Area and
beyond since 2001 with their their unique combination of sexiness, raw
emotion, sharp choreography, and pointed humor. Big Moves produces
four events a year: a free Day of Dance in April; a large theatrical production
fearturing emFATic DANCE and special guests in May/June; Cupcakes and
Muffintops, an all-plus-size clothing and bake sale in August (produced in
conjunction with Fat Friendly Funders and Friends of NOLSOE); and A Taste
for Dance, a chocolate tasting and performance tasting in October. To learn
more about Big Moves, or for more information about booking or joining
emFATic DANCE visit www.bigmoves.org.
Galadriel Mozee (presenter) is a fat black queer stemme writer and artist
who walks supported by and in honor of her Wolayta, Gullah, Jamaican and
Missourian ancestors. She believes in a benevolent universe that holds her
tenderly in the cradle of its heart. She makes big, amazing mistakes. She
loves watercolor botanical paintings, illustrating children's stories and
creating art at the intersection of her varied and beautiful complexities. You
can find her writing published in Kalyani and Curve Magazines, Ambelic
Press and The PDX based Women of Color zine "How to live in the city of
roses and avoid the pricks". She is currently working on her first collection
of poetry and a children's book. She blogs at www.galadrielmozee.com and
is on IG as Moxie_Grit. You can sit with her.
GAYmous (performer) Motivated by a dare and a mutual belief in the
power of the synthesizer, GAYmous started emotionally scissoring with
audiences in 2012 and fans never want it to stop. Bay Area Slut Step artists,
FX Boi and Pizza Cupcake heat up the stage with their interactive theatrical
shows. They have shared the stage with the likes of Nicky Click and Double
Duchess. Choreo breakdowns and tiny shiny costumes compliment a queer
electro-pop sound that is the child of Prince and all his lovers’ bands, Gravy
Train!!!!, and the sound of the kinky sex your neighbors have upstairs. Their
current single “(Let’s Pretend We Don’t Have) Feelings” will leave you
covered in sweat and glitter, ready to process myriad relationships.
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Dr. Ginger Snapz (performer) Dubbed a pioneer in Seattle Black Burlesque,
Dr. Ginger Snapz has been bringing her own brand of spice to the burlesque
stage for almost 9 years. Through performing, producing with Oh Snapz!
Productions, and educating, this queer fat femme of color, creates art that is
fat positive and anti-oppressive. Dr. Snapz earned her PhD in English in June
2012 and was a professor at the University of Washington where she
taught, among other things, a course on Burlesque and Feminism. She also
co-curated the legends of color burlesque exhibit at the Burlesque Hall of
Fame in Las Vegas. Doctor Snapz currently lives in Honolulu, Hawaii with her
partner and queerdo kid.
Irene McCalphin (workshop presenter/board) is a queer, kinky, poly, geeky
Bay Area writer, model and performance artist who blends modern
burlesque with spoken word to create poignant pieces rooted in social
justice and empowerment. She has traveled with the International Award
Winning troupe Rubenesque Burlesque as a core member and currently
resides as an associate producer with the body positive, queer cabaret and
burlesque show Red Hots Burlesque. Check her out in the upcoming feature
film "Fattitude" and on stages across the San Francisco Bay Area. You can
follow her on facebook or on her blog
misadventuresofanungratefulfatbitch.com
Jay Will (workshop presenter) is a big, fat, queer, transmasculine,
genderqueer. In his day job, Jay is therapist primarily working with trans,
queer, disabled, and people on Autism Spectrum.
Jessica Erin Judd (workshop presenter) is a Bay Area-dwelling, jam-bandloving, queer femme dancer, choreographer, photographer, activist, and
mother of two. Jessica is the co-Artistic Director of emFATic DANCE and
enjoys outdoor endeavors, growing and preserving food, and teaching fat
people to dance. She is speaking at Fat Conception, Pregnancy, Childbirth
and Adoption.
Jessica Wilson (workshop presenter) is a queer woman of color. Jessica’s
day job is helping queer and trans clients recovering from disordered
relationships with food and helping them connect to their bodies.
Ms. Juicy D. Light (performer) is so happy to be back from the dead. Fresh
from winning with her troupe, Best Comedic and Best Troup at the
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Hollywood Burlesque Festival, where all of our body image battles are born,
she is pleased to be performing for and with her enlightened fat, queer
sisters and brothers. She dedicates this performance to Sandra Bland and
the forgotten Women of Color that have fallen prey to violence and the
everyday Sistahs that fall victim of the violence of not being allowed to
stand in their power and their truth.
Jules Minkoff Pashall (performer) is a fat, femme, queer Jewess who
spends her time finding bodies of water to float in and puppies to pet. She
spends the rest of her time as a theatre deviser, performer and educator.
She is the director of "FAT: the play" and is thinking about becoming a rabbi.
Katie Tastrom Fenton (workshop presenter) is a fat queer sick pajama
femme princess with a bunch of kids who lives in Syracuse, NY and is always
looking for new friends. Contact her at: katie.tastrom@gmail.com. Katie is
co-facilitating Raising and Influencing Fat Positive Children as well as
Parenting/Caregiving While Fat and Broader Implications for Nolose.
Kitty Von Quim (performer) is no fat kid in the corner: the sassy and
sumptuous burlesque cutie has shaken and shimmied center stage all over
the Bay Area. She has been seen on the Burlesque Hall of Fame Movers,
Shakers, and Innovators stage with Rubenesque Burlesque in 2014 and
earlier this year performed at Life Ball in Vienna, Austria. Also a co-producer
of Red Hots Burlesque, one of the country's longest running queer
burlesque shows, she has performed coast to coast, and internationally,
always representing triumph, beauty and pure joy.
Lady Monster (performer) is an international performer - a star of stage,
screen, sound, print and A Queen of the Fire Tassels - one of 13 women in
the world sanctioned by the burlesque legend, Satan's Angel to twirl her fire
tassels. A burlesque performer, workshop facilitator, published writer, film
actress, model, recording artist, producer of events and a syndicated sex
advice columnist, Lady Monster is also the only known performer to make
s'mores with their breasts. The Spawn of Satan's Angel! Straight From The
Boobs of Hell! The TWIRL-inator! Lady Monster.
Lynn Ellen Marcus (workshop presenter) has been a fat liberation activist
for 37 years. In the meantime, she has worked as social worker and
psychotherapist, raised several dogs, makes jewelry and scarves, and sings
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whenever she gets into the swimming pool. Turning 65 this summer is just
the next act. Lynn Ellen is co-facilitating Building Bridges: Closing the Gap
Between Over 50 and Under 50
Margarita Femmeinista (workshop presenter)
Miasia (performer) performs and teaches Egyptian, Turkish and American
Cabaret Belly Dance. She is dedicated to opening the doorway of dance to
include all bodies, shapes, sizes and abilities. Miasia teaches a variety of
classes in the DC area, as well as workshops around the country. Last
summer, she performed in Egypt's first televised Belly Dance competition.
Today’s performance is inspired by that time and the beautiful
collaborations with Egyptian artists. For more information on performance
or instruction, visit www.miasia.org.
Misia Denéa (workshop presenter) has a B.F.A in Dance from Temple
University's Esther Boyer College of Music and Dance, and also graduated
from The Institute for Integrative Nutrition and the Raw Food Institute. She
is the owner/founder of Hatha Holistic Integrative Wellness. Her mission is
to Coach, Heal, and Transform women who want to shift their relationship
to themselves and cultivate holistic habits to feel sexy, vibrant, and
liberated with yoga, meditation, and mindful eating. She has led yoga
trainings, dance workshops and retreats at yoga studios, Universities &
Colleges, throughout the US and in the Caribbean/Latin America.
Mo Weinert (workshop presenter) is a queer and genderqueer person from
San Francisco. They're a nursing student, and also a parent to a super cute
kiddo named Early. When not parenting or studying, they love photography,
bike riding, art, and music.
Nomy Lamm (performer) (nomylamm.com) is a writer, musician, voice
teacher, and new filmmaker living in San Francisco. She performs with Sins
Invalid (sinsinvalid.org), a performance project by and for queers and people
of color with disabilities, creating work around disability and sexuality. Her
short movies include Maggie Remembers and Full Pussy Moon, and she is
currently working on a documentary called Legacy of the Mystic Shrine. She
and her partner Lisa have collaborated on two award-winning shorts (The
Beginning Parts and Wall of Fire), and recorded a five-song EP called Stars
Out (www.ganswerlamm.bandcamp.com). Nomy writes an advice column
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for Make/Shift magazine and recently completed an experimental novel
called 515 Clues, a fairy tale for grown-ups about longing, bodily disruption,
and connections between our most isolated parts. She has an MFA in fiction
from San Francisco State University.
Red Karpman (workshop presenter) is a therapist, a white lesbian, and a kid
person who believes in the power of a snack and a nap.
Sally Smith (workshop presenter) can claim several labels: white, over 50,
cis, queer, and superfat, among others. As a relatively new empty-nester,
she now has the time and energy to date, but isn't exactly sure how to go
about it.
Sarah Doherty (workshop presenter/board), MSW, went to her first Nolose
conference in 2003 and is currently on the Nolose Board. She's a midsize
white disabled cis dyke who's lived in the Boston area, in Ithaca, NY and
Portland, OR, and currently hangs her hat in Jonesboro, AR. She's wicked
proud of the visionaries, organizers, and fundraisers who made Nolose's
first BIPOC Day happen this year. She is co-facilitating No Bad Fatties:
Navigating Diabetes in a Fat Body as well as Conflicting Needs: Moving
NOLOSE from Scarcity to Abundance.
Shana McDavis-Conway (workshop presenter) (@shana_pie) is a black
femme activist, advocate and writer. She spends her time fighting for racial
justice, crafting exquisitely detailed tripadvisor reviews and baking awardwinning pies in Northern California. She is co-facilitating the FUNdraising
workshop.
Shanti Cruz (workshop presenter) lives in Gainesville, FL. Pronouns are
they/them. Works as an advocacy coordinator in an intimate Partner abuse
agency and currently is a community educator on queer and social issues for
the community pride center of north central Florida.
Shapes & Shades Dance Company (performer) is a new contemporary and
hip hop company directed Megan Briceno. Our focus is on promoting body
positivity and reflecting true diversity in our work by including dancers of
various sizes, skin tones, and backgrounds.
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Shilo George (workshop presenter/board) is Southern Cheyenne-Arapaho
and Scottish (Wallace Clan) artist, activist, and educator who grew up on the
traditional lands of the Chinookan-speaking Multnomah people northwest
of Portland, Oregon. She has lived her life in a body that transgresses and
violates Western standards of beauty, size, sexuality, and health. Shilo
brings together cultural traditions and spirituality, art making, education,
and activism to promote healing, empowerment, and decolonization in
herself and in the communities she is a part of. Shilo’s activism, artwork,
and presentations explore the intersections of race, sexuality, body size, and
trauma (both individual and inter-generational) and seek to empower and
create understanding through acts of survivance. Shilo has been on the
NOLOSE board since January of 2015. She is presenting Body Sovereignty
and facilitating Navigating Healthcare Systems Like a Boss and the
Volunteering/Board Recruitment workshop.

disparity in outrage at the killing of Cecil the Lion versus outrage at the
violence faced daily by Black people in the United States. For more
information on Tigress’s other projects, visit http://www.iofthetigress.com/.

Dr. Sydney F. Lewis (workshop presenter) holds a Ph.D in English. Her
dissertation is on black women's sexuality and black femme-inist resistance.
In her spare time, she likes to strip to Nina Simone and eat all the tator tots.
Teresa Favuzzi (workshop presenter) is an over 50 fat lesbian with a
disability, who assists her 90 year old mother live independently in her own
home. Teresa holds an MSW from SFSU, and is the Executive Director of the
California Foundation Independent Living Centers.
teukie (workshop presenter) is a nonbinary korean adoptee, glamorous fat
flowerboy, radical childcare worker, mixed media artist, queerlesque
performer, femme entrepreneur, aspiring healer and future farmer. they
grew up in nj, matured in ohio and are currently attempting to bring
sarcasm and direct communication back in seattle.
Tigress Osborn (performer) created Full Figure Entertainment in 2008. Since
then, FFE has hosted nightlife events for full bodied ladies and their friends
and fans of all sizes and genders in Oakland, San Francisco, Irvine, Phoenix
and Las Vegas. Tigress is a body love activist and fat model who has been
featured in the Adipositivity project and Virgie Tovar’s Hot and Heavy
anthology. She has appeared in local, national and international television
projects and will be featured in the upcoming PlusLifeTV reality series. Her
piece at NoLose 2015 is inspired by Black social media reaction to the
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QUESTIONS?
WANT TO GET MORE INVOLVED
IN BUILDING RADICAL FAT
COMMUNITY?

WE'D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
The following committees are all
open to new ideas, volunteers, and
committee members:
Accessibility: accessibility@nolose.org
BIPOC: bipoc@nolose.org
Communications/Website: communications@nolose.org
Fundraising: fundraising@nolose.org
Outreach/Volunteer: outreach@nolose.org
Small Projects Across the Land: spal@nolose.org
Venue: venue@nolose.org
(Sensing a theme with our email addresses? Clever, aren't we?)

Princess Project
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Prom can be a milestone for many young people, and
access to a great dress can be hard to come by due to
financial status, size or many other reasons. Princess
Project is an organization that provides prom dresses to
teens, so that a dress is not a barrier to attending. If
you brought a dress to donate, want to donate a dress
in the future, want to learn about the organization, or
even want to volunteer at a future dress giveaway,
find Dolores T!

Other important contact information
Board Recruitment: boardapplication@nolose.org
Donations, Financial Aid and BIPOC T&L fund: donate@nolose.org
Info and questions: info@nolose.org (when response is desired)
General feedback: feedback@nolose.org (when no response is
needed)
Also - we have a phone number! Someone will be answering it all
conference weekend (and during non-conference times, voicemail is
checked regularly).
(562) 354-FATS
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